We develop tools to do valid post-selective inference for a family of model selection procedures, including choosing a model via cross-validated Lasso. The tools apply universally when the following random vectors are jointly asymptotically multivariate Gaussian: 1. the vector composed of each model's quality value evaluated under certain model selection criteria (e.g. cross-validation errors across folds, AIC, prediction errors etc.) 2. the test statistics from which we make inference on the parameters; it is worth noting that the parameters here are chosen after model selection methods are performed. Under these assumptions, we derive a pivotal quantity that has an asymptotically Unifp0, 1q distribution which can be used to perform tests and construct confidence intervals. Both the tests and confidence intervals are selectively valid for the chosen parameter. While the above assumptions may not be satisfied in some applications, we propose a novel variation to these model selection procedures by adding Gaussian randomizations to either one of the two vectors. As a result, the joint distribution of the above random vectors is multivariate Gaussian and our general tools apply. We illustrate our method by applying it to four important procedures for which very few selective inference results have been developed: cross-validated Lasso, cross-validated randomized Lasso, AIC-based model selection among a fixed set of models and inference for a newly introduced novel marginal LOCO parameter, inspired by the LOCO parameter of Rinaldo et al. [2016]; and we provide complete results for these cases. For randomized model selection procedures, we develop Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling scheme to construct valid post-selective confidence intervals empirically.
We develop tools to do valid post-selective inference for a family of model selection procedures, including choosing a model via cross-validated Lasso. The tools apply universally when the following random vectors are jointly asymptotically multivariate Gaussian: 1. the vector composed of each model's quality value evaluated under certain model selection criteria (e.g. cross-validation errors across folds, AIC, prediction errors etc.) 2. the test statistics from which we make inference on the parameters; it is worth noting that the parameters here are chosen after model selection methods are performed. Under these assumptions, we derive a pivotal quantity that has an asymptotically Unifp0, 1q distribution which can be used to perform tests and construct confidence intervals. Both the tests and confidence intervals are selectively valid for the chosen parameter. While the above assumptions may not be satisfied in some applications, we propose a novel variation to these model selection procedures by adding Gaussian randomizations to either one of the two vectors. As a result, the joint distribution of the above random vectors is multivariate Gaussian and our general tools apply. We illustrate our method by applying it to four important procedures for which very few selective inference results have been developed: cross-validated Lasso, cross-validated randomized Lasso, AIC-based model selection among a fixed set of models and inference for a newly introduced novel marginal LOCO parameter, inspired by the LOCO parameter of Rinaldo et al. [2016] ; and we provide complete results for these cases. For randomized model selection procedures, we develop Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling scheme to construct valid post-selective confidence intervals empirically.
1. Introduction. Selective inference has attracted a lot of research interest in recent years. Intuitively, if we find important variables/associations after performing statistical learning methods on a set of data, to conduct proper inference on the selected variables or assess the strength of the associations, we should adjust for the selective procedure, since we have "searched for/cherry-picked" these variables [Berk et al., 2013, Taylor and . For a few model selection procedures, valid post-selective inferences have been developed, but it is rare that any of these methods can be applied universally. Recall that general model selection procedures can be briefly described as the following: we start with a measure of model quality, such as the likelihood, AIC, BIC, or prediction errors. After calculating each model's quality value under a specific measure (or criterion), we select the best model that either attains the minimum or the maximum of these values.
Once we pick a model and choose a corresponding parameter of interest, we build a test statistic conditional on the selected model and use it to do inference on the parameter. We see that to do valid selective inference, we must account for observing the minimizer of the vector of all models' quality values.
In this paper, we develop tools to do post-selective inference that apply for general rankbased model selection procedures. The technique applies universally as long as the joint distribution of the vector of the models' quality values and the test statistic is asymptotically a multivariate Gaussian distribution. However, as we will illustrate later in the paper, these multivariate Gaussian assumptions do not hold in general. As a remedy, we propose a novel way to Gaussian-ize either the quality values vector or the test statistic by adding small Gaussian randomizations to it. In this way, we will show that we are able to carry out valid inference without losing model selection properties by added randomization. We apply randomization and our technical tools to four widely-used cases. The first three of them, cross-validated Lasso, cross-validated randomized Lasso, and AIC-based model selection over a fixed set of models, are examples when the vector of models' quality values itself is not asymptotically jointly Gaussian. The fourth one, inference after marginal LOCO parameter, defined in this work, is an example when the test statistics does not follow Gaussian distribution. Let us start with a brief introduction of these selection procedures.
1. Cross-validated Lasso: Among many learning methods, variable selection via Lasso has been one of the most popular ones. It describes the following procedure: given the data pX, yq P R nˆpˆRn , we choose a set of important variables as the non-zero set inβ "βpX, y, λq, where
(1)βpX, y, λq " argmin βPR p 1 2 }y´Xβ} 2 2`λ }β} 1 .
The above objective induces sparsity in the solutionβ, so we denote with p E " p EpX, y, λq the set of the non-zero coefficients ofβpX, y, λq. The goal is to provide valid inference for some model parameters chosen after observing p E " E, where E represents the realized, or observed, set of the selected predictors. So far, all previous attempts to address this problem, including Lee et al. 2016 , Lee and Taylor 2014 , assume fixed (pre-specified) λ and typically fixed X. Let us denote withβ E "βpX, y, λq E andβ´E "βpX, y, λq´E the active (non-zero) and inactive sub-vector ofβ respectively, and the signs of the active sub-vector with s E " signpβ E q. Treating λ as a constant, the Lasso selection event can be represented as (2) pX, yq P S E,s E " ! pX 1 , y 1 q P R nˆpˆRn : p EpX 1 , y 1 , λq " E, signpβpX 1 , y 1 , λq E q " s E ) " ! pX 1 , y 1 q P R nˆpˆRn :βpX 1 , y 1 , λq´E " 0, signpβpX 1 , y 1 , λq E q " s E ) ,
and we need to do inference conditional on this event. Note that all the previous works, including our current work, condition on both the set of selected predictors E and the observed signs s E .
Fixing λ implies the selection event S E,s E is affine in the response vector y [ Lee et al., 2016] . However, in practice, the optimal λ is not given automatically, but usually a result of cross-validation (CV). Therefore, it is necessary to adjust for cross-validation to perform valid selective inference. Loftus 2015 tried to perform post-selection inference after adjusting for cross-validation by writing out explicitly the quadratic constraints coming from cross-validation. This approach conditions not only on the minimizer of the cross-validated error vector but also on the Kˆpthe grid size for λq intermediate models produced through K-fold CV. This is redundant in practice, since an analyst usually does not look at these intermediate models. Extra conditioning leaves less information for inference, reducing the statistical power of the tests performed.
In this paper, we provide a cleaner solution by conditioning only on the final model chosen by cross-validated Lasso, in addition to the constraint on vector of crossvalidated errors introduced by the CV procedure. The latter event accounts for the fact that the penalty level λ is chosen by looking at the minimizer of the cross-validated errors across folds. Specifically, we combine Lasso optimization with cross-validation as one selection event and construct a selective pivot, which is a test statistics valid post-selection inference. To apply our technique, for a given grid of λ values, we need the corresponding cross-validated error vector to be jointly asymptotically normal with the data. This is not true with vanilla cross-validation. Therefore, we propose a randomized version of cross-validation to fulfill our goal. 2. Cross-validated randomized Lasso: As illustrated in Tian et al. 2016a,b, adding randomization to the model selection procedure, such as Lasso, greatly enhances power. Meanwhile, with the help of added randomization in the Lasso objective, the selection region simplifies compared to the one in Lee et al. 2016 and hence enables us to easily adapt Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques when sampling from post-selection density. Due to these benefits, we report post-selective p-values and construct confidence intervals after cross-validated randomized Lasso. We borrow techniques from Markovic and Taylor 2016 , where they perform valid inference after running several model selection procedures on the same data set, with each procedure called a view/query. 3. AIC-based model selection among a given set of models: In this application, the vector of models' quality values are their prediction errors and similar to the above two examples, this vector is asymptotically generally not multivariate Gaussian.
A crucial ingredient in the examples above is adding randomization to the curve composed of models' quality values, whether it is cross-validation curve or AIC criteria curve, to make this vector asymptotically jointly Gaussian. The test statistic used also needs to be asymptotically Gaussian pre-selection, hence we need to make sure this requirement is also satisfied. The usual selective inference parameters are population regression parameters corresponding to the selected model. In this case the test statistic used is the least squares estimator, hence asymptotically Gaussian pre-selection (treating the selected model as fixed in advance and non-random) under mild conditions. However, for other parameters the choice for the corresponding test statistics might not be straightforward.
Marginal LOCO parameter:
We introduce a novel parameter, called marginal LOCO, defined after selecting a model. In its plain version (without added randomization), the test statistic for marginal LOCO parameter is not asymptotically Gaussian so we add randomization to satisfy this requirement and apply our tools to get valid inference for this parameter after selection. The marginal LOCO parameter we introduce is inspired by the Leave One Covariate (LOCO) parameter of Rinaldo et al. [2016] . These two are, however, different as explained in Section 7.
We emphasize that this work analyzes three types of randomizations.
(a) Randomizing the vector consisting of quality values, e.g. cross-validation error vector or the vector consisting of AIC criteria evaluated across different models. This randomization enables asymptotic normality of the corresponding randomized vector, a crucial assumption needed for the post-selection validity of our constructed test statistics. (b) Randomizing the test statistic for the marginal LOCO parameter is essentially done for the same reason as (a). We state this separately since here randomization is only applied to the test statistic used for inference and does not modify the selection event. (c) Randomizing the objective function as in randomized Lasso increases statistical power by leaving more information for inference, leading to shorter confidence intervals. We analyze this procedure in conjunction with (a) (Section 5).
1.1. Outline. In Section 2, we present a general framework for selective inference. We apply this framework to a wide range of examples, starting with inference after running Lasso with a data-independent penalty level λ fixed in advance, in Section 3. In Section 4, we present a way to do valid inference after running cross-validated Lasso. In Section 5, we show how to account for cross-validation after running randomized model selection procedures to achieve greater power. Two additional applications, inference for the selected coefficients after model selection under AIC and inference for the marginal LOCO parameter, are presented in Section 6 and Section 7, respectively.
2. General framework for selective inference. Before going into details for each of the specific examples let us describe the general framework we propose. Suppose our dataset is S " F n , where F n is a data generating distribution. We make further assumptions on F n in specific examples in Section 4. We run a model selection procedure M on data S. We assume that the selected model MpSq " M depends on S only through a data vector r D " r DpS, M q (we intentionally save D for future use). For example, in Lasso example with fixed λ, M becomes the Lasso objective and M " pE, s E q becomes the observed selected model. r D is mathematically complicated so we leave the details to Section 3. This setting is fairly general and applicable for model selection procedures other than the Lasso as illustrated in Sections 6 and 7.
There are three important objects in our framework.
• The parameter of interest θ " θpF n , M q is a function of F n and it is chosen after we observe the selected model M . Example: In regression examples with S " pX, yq P R nˆpˆRn we might chose θ to be the population regression coefficient βE "`E Fn "
‰ corresponding to the set E of selected predictors, a result of a model selection procedure. X E are the columns in X corresponding to set E and X´E are the rest of the columns of X. However, θ can be other parameter as well. In Section 7, θ is chosen to measure how much a single selected predictor affects the second moment of the population residuals. We call this θ the Marginal LOCO parameter.
• The corresponding test statistic T " T pS, M q, also called the target statistic, centered around θ pre-selection (as in our example above, suppose we treat E as fixed and not chosen in a data-dependent way). In other words, under F n and treating E as non-random, T´θ follows a mean-zero Gaussian distribution asymptotically and we use T for inference on θ ignoring selection. Taking selection into consideration, T is generally not Gaussian. Example: When we do inference on the population regression coefficient θ " βE, we take the target statistic to be T "β E "`X J E X E˘´1 X J E y, the ordinary least square (OLS) estimator calculated on pX E , yq. Under mild assumptions,β E´βE is asymptotically normal under original data generating distribution treating E as fixed in advance.
• The selection event S " tS 1 : MpS 1 q " M u describes all possible data sets S 1 for which running the same model selection procedure M gives the identical observed model M as on the original dataset. Since M depends on S through r D only, we can write the selection event only in terms of r D, denoting a different parametrization of S as S r D . Throughout this work, we only consider the selection events S
where we assumeã n Ñã as n Ñ 8. In general, r A is a matrix, r D andã n are vectors and the inequality is coordinate-wise. We will write them out explicitly in each example later. Example: The constraints in S might include the model selection adjustment coming from looking at the minimizer of the vector of models' quality values. Specifically, r D includes the randomized version of this vector, denoted as Err R . Conditioning on observing r˚, the index of the minimizer of Err R , induces an affine constraint on Err R . This constraint becomes part of S r D along with other constraints coming from additional procedures we run on the data.
Since the parameter θ has been chosen after looking at the outcome M , we need inference on θ based on the distribution of T conditional on S. The conditioning "adjusts" for the pre-selection asymptotic Gaussian distribution of T´θ to provide a valid post-selection distribution, which we use for inference on θ. In order to have the post-selection distribution of T´θ not depending on nuisance parameters other than θ, we need to have the selection event only written in terms of T . Thus we decompose r D in terms of T , and S r D is now described through T instead of r D. We describe the re-parametrization of S r D in terms of T and randomization ω. Assuming that jointly pT, r Dq is an asymptotically multivariate Gaussian vector, we decompose r D " Σ Given that T is asymptotically Gaussian pre-selection, we derive its asymptotic postselective distribution by conditioning this pre-selection Gaussian that lands on the set S T . This general framework will be used throughout the paper. In specific examples, we elaborate what S, S r D , S T are and how to handle additional randomization. We emphasize notations for four different distributions which we use frequently in this paper.
• F n : the distribution of the data S pre-selection. Since T and r D are functions of S and M , to save notations, we also use F n to denote the pre-selection distribution of pT, r Dq " pT pS, M q, r DpS, M qq, treating M as fixed. Index n denotes that the underlying data generating distribution can change with n. F n n denotes the distribution of n i.i.d. copies from F n ; at places with no ambiguity we use F n instead of F n n .
• Fn: the distribution of the data S post-selection, i.e. the distribution of the data S " F n conditional on the selection event S. Fn is also used for distribution of pT, r Dq " F n conditional on the selection event r
• Φ: the asymptotic Gaussian distribution of pT, r Dq pre-selection. We assume that under S " F n and non-random M . Since we require the above convergence to hold, we assume dimpT q`dimp r Dq does not grow with the sample size n. In regression examples, it implies the number of predictors p to be fixed.
• Φ˚: the post-selection counterpart of Φ. More specifically, for pZ T , Z
2.1. Selective pivot. The joint asymptotic normality of pT, r Dq is sufficient for us to construct a test statistic valid post-selection, which we call the selective pivot. In particular, it is defined as (5) P´pT, r Dq; r A,ã n"
We define a similar quantity for inference after randomized model selection procedures in Section 5. Note that the probabilities on the RHS above are only with respect to pZ T , Z . Without conditioning we would have the quantity
to depend on both θ and µ r D , so it is not a valid test statistic for doing inference on θ. Constructing a test statistic by plugging in the estimates for the nuisance parameter in (6) does not lead to valid inference for θ, as the resulting test statistic does not have estimable cumulative distribution function [Leeb and Pötscher, 2006a,b] .
Without assuming the exact normality on pT, r Dq, the following theorem proves P is asymptotically pivotal after selection given (4) holds, i.e. assuming pT, r Dq satisfy the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) pre-selection. The asymptotic convergence is under the conditional distribution Fn, implying conditional validity of the proposed test statistic post-selection. The proof of the theorem is given in Section A in the appendix.
Theorem 1 (Valid selective pivot after model selection) Assuming (3) and (4) hold, we have that under pT, r Dq " pT pS, M q, r DpS, M" Fn P´pT, r Dq; r A,ã n¯d Ñ Unifp0, 1q
as n Ñ 8. In other words, under pT, r Dq " pT pS, M q, r DpS, M" F n we have
as n Ñ 8.
2.2.
Post-selection consistency. In order to make the selective pivot useful in practice, we need to use estimated covariance matrices. As we consider low-dimensional examples in this paper, the estimated covariance matrices are consistent pre-selection. The following Lemma shows that, under the conditions of Theorem 1, these estimated covariances are also consistent post-selection.
Lemma 1 (Post-selection consistency) Given a parameter ξ " ξpF n , M q we assume there exists an estimatorξ "ξpS, M q such that under S " F n and treating M as fixed, we have the following convergence in probabilitŷ ξ P Ñ ξ as n Ñ 8, i.e. for every ą 0 we have lim
" 0. Assuming (3) and (4) hold, under S " Fn, i.e. post-selection (conditional on selection), we also havê
3. Inference after Lasso with random X and λ pre-fixed. We apply our framework to the problem of doing inference after Lasso when the design matrix X is random and λ is fixed in advance. We focus on the 2 loss; however, our technique transfers to smooth convex losses. Recall that, with any fixed λ in (1), E is the set of nonzero coefficients in the Lasso solutionβ, and s E contains their signs.
We start by describing the data vector and selection event for the Lasso. The selection event of interest is S E,s E from (2), consisting of the event that Lasso selected predictors in E together with the signs of the estimated predictors being fixed at s E . We write this selection event in terms of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions of Lasso for clearer expression. To do that, let us define the so-called data vector D as
Recall that,β E is the OLS estimator of regressing y on X E . Remark D is a special case of r D we defined earlier. In other words, D serves as the data vector for Lasso with fixed λ and we later use r D to represent the data vector for Lasso where optimal λ is chosen via cross-validation (cross-validated Lasso).
With some algebraic calculations and a pre-fixed λ in (1), the KKT conditions (hence selection event) can be represented in terms of D as (8)¨´d
p´|E| is the identity matrix of dimension p´|E| and 1 p´|E| P R p´|E| is a vector of all ones [Lee et al., 2016, Theorem 4.3] . To ease our notation, let us write the selection event S in terms of D as
with A and a n defined accordingly as in the above inequality (8). Properly scaled a n converges to a fixed vector (usually the case by SLLN).
After observing the selected set E, an analyst might decide to do inference for the parameter βE, the regression population coefficients corresponding to the selected model. In that case the target statistic we use isβ E that is asymptotically normal pre-selection with mean βE under mild moment conditions. In practice, with some prior knowledge, an analyst might decide to do inference on another population regression coefficients βr E corresponding to set r E that is not necessarily equal to E. Our framework provides valid inference for βr E in this case as well. For inference on βE viaβ E , (4) holds under mild moment assumptions on the data generating mechanism F n in the random X and fixed p setting. Thus we can decompose
where N D is asymptotically independent of T . Hence, by conditioning on N D (fixing N D at its observed value), we can rewrite the selection event S in terms of T as
Notice that, S, S D represent the same selection event with different parameterizations. S T is S D conditioning on one more variable N D . Constructing the selective pivot based on (5) gives valid inference for our target parameter βE.
In practice, we estimate the covariance matrices using pairs-bootstrap. In the random X and fixed p setting, the estimates via pairs bootstrap are consistent pre-selection [Freedman et al., 1981 , Buja et al., 2014 ; using Lemma 1 gives us that these estimates are consistent post-selection as well.
4. Inference after cross-validated Lasso. In this section, we present a way to do inference after Lasso where the penalty level λ " λ cv has been chosen using cross-validation. 4.1. K-fold cross-validation. Our goal is to extend the ideas from the previous section so that we can do valid inference after λ has been chosen via cross-validation. Let us first review the cross-validation procedure. Given data pX, yq P R nˆpˆRn , we split it into K disjoint folds denoted as pX k , y k q P R n kˆpˆR n k , k " 1, . . . , K, containing n 1 , . . . , n K observations, respectively. The data without the k-th fold is denoted as pX´k, y´kq. Suppose we choose a grid of λ's to be Λ " tλ 1 , . . . , λ L u. To choose λ cv , for each λ P Λ, we follow the steps below:
1. For each fold k and each λ P Λ, we compute the Lasso estimatorβ´kpλq on the training data pX´k, y´kq:β´k
2. For each fold k and each λ P Λ, we evaluate the error of this estimator on the test data pX k , y k q as
3. We define the cross-validated error (CV error from now on) for each λ P Λ as
Errpλ, kq.
We use phrase CV curve to denote the vector
4. We pick λ cv " λ l˚, 1 ď l˚ď L (l˚is the index of the minimizer), that minimizes the CV curve:
Let us see what happens when we use the truncated Gaussian (TG) test statistic of Lee et al. 2016 without adjusting for CV for the selected coefficients, output by cross-validated Lasso. With simulation settings described in its caption, Figure 1 shows a clear violation of p-values from the uniform distribution (the straight 45 degrees line). We see that in this case, accounting for model selection via Lasso using TG is not enough since we do not take into account the fact that λ has also been chosen in a data-dependent manner. The naive p-values are also added for comparison. They are constructed based on the normal quantiles by using asymptotic normality of T pre-selection. Since they ignore both model selection and cross-validation, the naive p-values deviate further from uniform. The p-values constructed for the selected coefficients using TG test statistic of Lee et al. 2016 (blue) and the naive ones (red) after running Lasso to select the model with λ chosen using cross-validation. We take n " 500, p " 100 and the entries of matrix X are generated as independent standard normal random variables, with the columns of X normalized to have empirical variance 1. The response vector is y " N p0, I n q, i.e. a null signal setting.
If λ has been chosen in a data-dependent manner, the selection event we "look" at differs from the selection event with fixed λ; it becomes much more complicated to describe.
4.2. Randomized CV curve. To account for cross-validation, it is necessary that we adjust the selection region S further taking into account the minimizer of the CV curve as in (10). In other words, the right selection event S is composed of two parts: the selection effect from Lasso described in (8) and the selection resulted from CV. By conditioning on l˚, the index of the cross-validation minimizer, we can rewrite the CV part of the selection event
with B l˚P R pL´1qˆL a matrix of zeros, ones and minus ones. Intuitively, if pErr, T, Dq is a jointly Gaussian vector, by decomposing Err in terms of T as Err " Σ Err,T Σ´1 T T`N Err , we combine constraints (9) and (11), and thus the combined selection event will be affine in T . The selective pivot construction will follow from Section 2.1. However, Err alone may not follow a multivariate Gaussian, and thus we have no hope in pErr, T, Dq. To see why Err is not multivariate Gaussian, suppose the linear model y " X E˚βE˚` , |X " N p0, I n q, is true for a set E˚Ă t1, . . . , pu. For some λ in the grid Λ which selects a set E Ě E˚, according to our cross-validation procedure, one fold in the cross-validated error centered around its expected value looks like:
For the purpose of providing intuitive explanation, we assume above that after fitting Lasso on the training data, we computeβ´kpλq as the OLS estimator on y´k " X´k E . Usingβ´kpλq is more complicated and will make Err deviate further from a Gaussian distribution asymptotically. By the CLT, the first term in the above equation asymptotically follows distribution Z{ ? n k , where Z " N p0, 1q. The CLT together with Slutsky's lemma tell us that the second and the third term are of order O P p1{nq, but without a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, we see that marginally, each fold of the cross-validate error and thus a centered and scaled version of Errpλq asymptotically follows Z{ ? n. However, if supppβ´kpλ 1and supppβ´kpλ 2contain the true set E˚for all k, then the first term in the above equation would cancel and only the non-Gaussian part of order O P p1{nq will be left. As a result, CV curve Err is not asymptotically distributed as multivariate Gaussian, since we see the difference between the two entries Errpλ 1 q and Errpλ 2 q is asymptotically non-Gaussian. The left plot in Figure 2 is an illustration of the non-Gaussianity, and we will come back to it later.
As a remedy, we propose using a randomized version of cross-validation vector, e.g.
where R k,λ " N p0, τ 2 q, for some pre-specified parameter τ ; and R k,λ are independent across different λ and k and independent of the data. Note the scale of randomization is the same as the scale of the Gaussian random variable in Errpλq. Let us denote the joint distribution of the added randomizations R k,λ : 1 ď k ď K, λ P Λ ( as F R and the sum of the randomized cross-validation errors across folds is defined as
Concatenating Err R pλq, λ P Λ, into a vector, we call Err R " pErr R pλ 1 q, . . . , Err R pλ LP R |Λ| a randomized CV error curve.
According to the above derivation, the added randomization is distributed as Gaussian and is of order τ " Op1q. Also, the differences between CV errors across different λ's do not cancel out since R k,λ are generated independently. Therefore, Err R is asymptotically jointly Gaussian now. Figure 2 illustrates this phenomenon for data generated from a null model, i.e. true model does not contain any variable. The differences between the two coordinates of the randomized CV error curve are much closer to being Gaussian. 
Remarks
-In an independent recent work, Rinaldo et al. 2016 proposed a similar randomized construction for establishing a CLT for their LOCO parameter. At the time when crossvalidation part of this paper was developed, we were not aware of their results. -Note that Err R is unbiased for the CV error. Using the results of Homrighausen and McDonald 2013, Dudoit and van der Laan 2005, we can also show that Err R pλ cv R q is risk consistent, under similar assumptions. Also, Dudoit and van der Laan [2005] derived the asymptotic normality of properly scaled and centered cross-validated risk estimator Errpλ cv q, where the centering is around the conditional risk that marginalizes over the validation set and conditions on the training set (assuming we have two folds). However, we need the centered and scaled version of Err to be jointly Gaussian across λ values. Furthermore, we want the centering term to be ErErrs, where the expectation marginalizes over the whole dataset. Now we choose λ cv R " λ r˚, 1 ď r˚ď L, where
This λ " λ cv R value is then used in the Lasso objective. Recall that cross-validation by itself (without added randomization) is a randomized procedure since it chooses folds randomly. The added randomization is usually of a small order, and it does not affect the value of the minimizer much. On the other hand, it adds enough to the existing variance of Errpλq so that the resulting curve is jointly Gaussian. In the next subsection, we provide rigorous proof of the joint Gaussianity of the data vector and the randomized CV curve.
4.3. Proving randomized CV curve is asymptotically Gaussian. We consider the random X and fixed p setting. We start by providing a theorem for general training and testing data. Given this theorem, the main conclusion will follow. We assume data consists of n i.i.d. observations px i , y i q P R pˆR , 1 ď i ď n from distribution F (does not change with n for simplicity). We split data into disjoint training and test set. Let us denote the training set of size n 1 as pX train , y train q " F n 1 and an independent test set of size n 2 " Θpn 1 q as pX test , y test q " F n 2 . Denote the Lasso estimatorβ train pλq we get by solving Lasso objective on pX train , y train q for a particular penalty level λ. Given this setting, the assumptions we need are as follows.
• Consistency assumption: We assume that for each λ P Λ, the Lasso estimator β train pλq is consistent for some parameter β 0 pλq at the rate n 1{4 1 , i.e.
as n 1 Ñ 8. Note we assume neither the linear model is true nor there exists any relationship among the parameters β 0 pλq, λ P Λ.
• Moment assumption: We further assume the moment conditions under px 1 , y 1 q " F as follows:
Theorem 2 (Normality of the test error) Suppose the consistency and moment assumptions above hold. Then for all λ P Λ, we have
The proof of the theorem above is given in Section A in the appendix. Let us turn to the cross-validation error vector. Recall that for each of the k " 1, . . . , K folds, data is split in two disjoint sets pX k , y k q and its complement pX´k, y´kq of sizes n k " Opn{Kq and n´n k respectively. We can apply Theorem 2 for each of these K data splits. The conclusion, summarized in the following corollary, implies that the randomized CV error curve is asymptotically jointly Gaussian for all λ in the given range. The proof of the corollary is in Section A in the appendix.
Corollary 1 (Randomized CV curve is asymptotically Gaussian) Under the consistency and moment assumptions above, we have
as n Ñ 8, for some invertible covariance matrix Σ Err R P R |Λ|ˆ|Λ| .
-Here is some intuition on why when doing inference for Lasso with randomized crossvalidation, in general, we cannot ignore the adjustment for cross validation and adjust only for the selection event of Lasso. When writing constraints coming from cross-validation in the selection event, we look at λ cv R " argmin λPΛ Err R pλq. This event can also be described in terms of the vector of differences pErr R pλ cv R q´Err R pλq : λ P Λq. In other words, it is equivalent to describe the constraints as: tErr R pλ cv R q´Err R pλq ď 0 : λ P Λu. Arguments below show that, under the assumptions of this section, Err R pλ 1 q´Err R pλ 2 q is not in general independent of the data for two given values λ 1 , λ 2 P Λ and this implies that the differences of the randomized CV errors Errpλq across λ values are not independent of the data. From the proof of Theorem 2, we have that
It is worth noting that the random variables k i pλq are i.i.d. across i " 1, . . . , n k and k " 1, . . . , K for each λ. In general, the parameters β 0 pλq are not equal across different λ P Λ values, thus the random variables k i pλq are neither equal nor identically distributed across λ P Λ for fixed k " 1, . . . , K and i " 1, . . . , n k . For each λ P Λ, the randomized quantity Err R pλq becomes asymptotically the scaled and centered sum of i.i.d. terms k i pλq 2 , where the sum is across i " 1, . . . , n k and k " 1, . . . , K, and randomization. Thus the difference Err R pλ 1 qÉ rr R pλ 2 q across two values λ 1 , λ 2 P Λ is not independent of the data pX, yq as the residual terms k i pλ 1 q 2 and k i pλ 2 q 2 do not cancel in general. -Under additional assumptions, e.g. assuming β 0 pλq are equal across all λ P Λ values, we have that the differences Err R pλ 1 q´Err R pλ 2 q consist of only the added randomization. In this case, the differences between the randomized cross-validation errors Err R pλq across λ values are independent of the data. Therefore, under these strict assumptions it is possible to ignore adjusting for randomized cross-validation. To do valid inference we would adjust only for the Lasso selection event with the penalty chosen based on λ cv R . Note that we still choose the penalty level for the Lasso based on the vector of randomized cross-validation errors. Further adjusting for the randomized cross-validation, however, is a more robust approach, requiring less assumptions.
In order to prove the joint normality of the data vector D and randomized CV curve, we state the following mild assumptions.
 as n Ñ 8.
•
Corollary 2 (Joint asymptotic normality of data and CV curve) Under the assumptions above, we have that pre-selection
as n Ñ 8 for some joint covariance matrix Σ.
The corollary above is proved in Section A in the appendix.
4.4. Inference with randomized cross-validation. We have shown the joint Gaussianity of the data vector and the randomized CV curve. In this section, we describe the selection event coming from both model selection (Lasso) and randomized cross-validation in detail. Furthermore, we provide pivots that are valid post-selection and thus lead to valid selective inference.
In addition to the constraint coming from the Lasso, the constraint coming from crossvalidation is
the selection event in terms of the joint vector r D " pD,
Recall that in order to do inference for a parameter of interest θ using a target statistic T " T ppX, yq, Eq we need to rewrite the selection event in terms of T only. After randomization, as long as vectors T , D and Err R are jointly Gaussian pre-selection, i.e. under ppX, yq, Rq " F nˆFR and fixed E (15)¨T
as n Ñ 8, we can decompose, Err R and r D in terms of T . In order to do valid inference, we need the following two results. The following proposition rewrites the selection region in terms of T . Theorem 4 justifies that conditioning on the components orthogonal to T and the selection region in terms of T creates an asymptotically valid pivot.
Proposition 3 (Selection event for Lasso with randomized cross-validation) Defining N Err R " Err R´ΣErr R ,T Σ´1 T T and N D " D´Σ D,T Σ´1 T T , the selection event of Lasso with randomized cross-validation can be described as T P r S T for
Proof We rewrite the inequality in (14) as
Combining events (8) and (16), both written in terms of the target statistic T , corresponding to the Lasso and cross-validation respectively, we get the form for r S T .
Theorem 4 (Pivot valid post-selection for Lasso with randomized cross-validation) Assuming (15) holds, the selective pivot valid after both cross-validation and model selection is Furthermore conditional on the selection event,
P´pT, r Dq; r A,ã¯" Unif r0, 1s.
Proof Having the selection event written in terms of T and assuming (15) holds, we have by Theorem 1 that the pivot above asymptotically follows uniform distribution on p0, 1q under the conditional distribution.
-Computing the pivots involves estimating the covariance matrices. We use non-parametric covariance estimates via pairs bootstrap throughout the paper except in Section D where we use parametric estimates. -In practice, there are other ways that we may randomize the cross-validation errors to achieve the joint CLT for r D. Another possibility is to randomize within residuals and take
for R k,λ " N p0, τ 2 I n k q. For simplicity, we stick to the additive randomization in (12) in this paper.
-Our inference framework applies to a general loss function used to compute randomized CV error curve: we do not need the loss in (12) to be squared error loss or to be the same as in model selection, e.g. 2 loss for Lasso, as long as we have a joint CLT for pT, D, Err R q.
In Figure 3 , we present the selective p-values after adjusting for cross-validation using the same data generating mechanism as in Figure 1 . 5. Inference after CV and randomized selection procedures. In this section, we apply an extension of our general framework developed in Section 2 to the problems of doing inference after randomized selection procedures. It differs from Section 2 since in the inference part, we marginalize over the added randomization in CV. As shown in Tian et al. 2016a,b , inference after randomized model selection procedures has larger power than after their non-randomized counterparts. We further demonstrate this in Section D in the appendix.
We focus on the randomized Lasso with randomized cross-validation. We assume λ cv R is computed based on randomized cross-validation, similar to Section 4.2, with the details given below in Section 5.2. After choosing λ cv R , we solve a randomized Lasso objective as follows (17)βpX, y, ωq " argmin
where pX, yqˆω " F nˆFω . ω is a randomization sample from the pre-specified distribution F ω with density g ω . ν is a small constant, ensuring the solution of the objective above exists. Similar to the non-randomized Lasso, the randomized objective above induces sparsity so we denote p EpX, y, ωq " ! j P t1, . . . , pu :βpX, y, ωq j ‰ 0 ) , consisting of non-zero coefficients of the solutionβpX, y, λq. After observing p EpX, y, ωq " E, we decide on the parameters of interest for inference. In what follows, we explain how to provide inference for the parameters chosen based on observing the set of selected predictors E after adjusting for both randomized Lasso and randomized cross-validation. 5.1. Adjusting for randomized Lasso alone with fixed λ. After running the randomized Lasso, we provide inference based on looking at the set E of non-zero coefficients of its solutionβpX, y, ωq. In addition to adjusting for E, we condition on the signs s E of the active portion of the randomized Lasso solution as in non-randomized setting. In order to have valid inference, we need to adjust for looking at these outcomes by conditioning on the observation that our data pX, yq and randomization ω landed in the selection region given by
In other words, we want to base our inference using the distribution of the data conditional on pX, y, ωq " F nˆFω landing in the selection region above. Getting this post-selection distribution of the data by directly sampling data and randomization from the set above is hard due to complicated joint constraints. Following the trick of change of measure in Tian et al. [2016a,b] , we do not sample directly pX, y, ωq from their conditional distribution. Instead, to get post-selection distribution of the data, we sample data and the so called, optimization variables from a simpler selection event, depicted by optimization variables only. Since the randomized Lasso solution is a function of the vector D as defined in (7) and randomization ω, the following proposition expresses their conditional density.
Proposition 5 (Tian et al. [2016b] ) Assume that pre-selection asymptotic density of pD, ωq is φ pµ D ,Σ D q pDq¨g ω pωq, where φ pµ,Σ D q denotes the density of N pµ D , Σ D q. The conditional asymptotic density of pD, ωq given the Lasso selected model E with the signs s E of the active coefficients can be expressed via a change of variables
for pβ E , u´Eq P R |E|ˆRp´|E| , signpβ E q " s E , }u´E} 8 ď λ, and M and B are the following matrices
The selective density of pD, β E , u´Eq P R pˆR|E|ˆRp´|E| is then proportional to
ith the constraints signpβ E q " s E and }u´E} 8 ď λ.
In other words, after sampling pD, β E , u´Eq from the constrained density in (18),
omes from the asymptotic density of pD, ωq conditional on pE, s E q. Proof The proof follows easily from the KKT conditions of randomized Lasso are
ith the constraints signpβ E q " s E and }u´E} 8 ď λ, β E "βpX, y, ωq E corresponds to the active part of the solution; u´E corresponds to the inactive part of the sub-gradient penalty, Bpλ}β} 1 q´E, evaluated at the solutionβpX, y, ωq.
Remark Instead of sampling data vector D and ω, we sample D together with so called optimization variables pβ E , u´Eq from (18). Note that the optimization variables are restricted to a simple set, a product of orthans and cubes, and there are no constrains on the data vector D in the selective density. We elaborate on the sampler used to sample from this density in Section 5.3.
After observing set E, we choose the parameter of interest θ and the corresponding target statistic T that is asymptotically normal with mean θ pre-selection. As described, to do proper adjustment, we need to base inference on the conditional distribution of T . Since the selective density above is in terms of D, we re-write it in terms of T . Assuming pT, Dq are jointly normal pre-selection we can decompose D " Σ D,T Σ´1 T T`N D . By conditioning on N D , we write the selective density in terms of T and optimization variables pβ E , u´Eq as
with the same constraints on pβ E , u´Eq as above.
5.2. Adjusting for both randomized Lasso and randomized cross-validation. In addition to adjusting for the randomized Lasso selecting the set E of predictors, we need to account for the fact that λ cv R " λ r˚h as been chosen in a data dependent way, assuming we run randomized Lasso and randomized cross-validation on our data before doing inference.
To do randomized cross-validation in this setting, we compute the curve composed of models' quality values, i.e. Err (as in the cross-validated non-randomized Lasso setting in Section 4). Our framework applies to other ways of computing Err as well, as long as the final randomized cross-validation curve satisfies some assumptions. Given the vector Err, we compute the randomized cross-validation curve as
I L q with known σ R 1 and F R 2 with density g R 2 chosen in advance; R 1 and R 2 are independent of everything else. Note that we write the randomization as the sum of two randomization terms R 1 and R 2 , where R 1 is normally distributed and the distribution of R 2 is pre-specified (taken to be log-concave for computational reasons) but not necessarily a normal distribution. We describe soon why we decompose the randomization in such a way. To account for randomized cross-validation, we need to condition on the event Err R P E r˚, that the index of the minimizer of Err R is r˚.
Now we have the selection event for the randomized Lasso written in terms of D and ω and the selection event of randomized cross-validation written in terms of Err p1q and R 2 (we use the decomposition of Err R into a sum of Err p1q and R 2 purposefully). Given the parameter of interest θ " θpF n , Eq and the corresponding target statistic T " T ppX, yq, Eq, we rewrite the selective density in terms of T and the randomizations ω and R 2 as follows. The proof of the following proposition consists of writing the randomization reconstruction for ω and R 2 so we omit it here.
Proposition 6 Assuming T , D and Err p1q are jointly asymptotically Gaussian pre-selection, i.e. under F nˆFR 1 and fixed E
The asymptotic post-selection density of pT, β E , u´E, Err R q, where the conditioning is on pE, s E , r˚q and pN D , N Err p1q q, is proportional to Remark -Notice that, in the sampling density (21), β E and u´E correspond to the randomized Lasso constraint and Err R corresponds to the CV constraint. To do valid inference on θ, it suffices to have the samples of T from this density. -Since the randomizations ω " F ω and R 2 " F R 2 are mutually independent and independent of everything else, g ω and g R 2 separate as written in (21). Thus, we consider randomized Lasso and randomized cross-validation as two queries/views on the data, where one view corresponds to g ω p¨q and the other corresponds to g R 2 p¨q [Markovic and Taylor, 2016] . Considering both views, the optimization variables, defined as moving particles in the sampler other than the target, are pβ E , u´E, Err R q in this case.
5.3.
Computing the pivot via sampling. We use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to sample from the density in ((21)). Moving a particle via MCMC in highdimensions is computationally infeasible, thus we will marginalize over the sub-gradient u´E explicitly in the density ( (21)). This requires computing the volume of a cube under F ω . Since ω " F ω is chosen to consist of i.i.d. components, this volume can be written as a product of individual components, and it is easy to compute analytically. The details are given in Tian et al. [2016b] . As a result, we sample only pT, β E , Err R q, which lie in dimension dimpθq`|E|`L, with L " |Λ| as the grid size for λ in cross-validation. Usually, the target is T "β E if the parameter of interest is θ " βE "`E Fn "
Since the size |E| of the selected model is in general small, the sampling is feasible using MCMC. We can further reduce the dimension of the sampler by conditioning on any of the optimization variables. Although conditioning reduces the power of our test, sometimes the difference is negligible. Remark We can choose to either move Err R in the sampler or condition on it. In the case we do not condition on it, we sample pT "β E , β E , Err R q from the density in (21) with the constraints on β E and Err R . Conditioning on Err R means we fix it in the sampler at its observed value. As a result, we sample pT "β E , β E q from the density in (21) with the constraints on β E only. The latter sampling scheme requires only the projection of β E at each step. Furthermore, once we choose to condition on Err R , we are "allowed" to look at all of its values. Thus, in this case we can choose λ differently and not necessarily the minimizer of Err R , e.g. using one sigma rule up or down from the minimizer λ cv R [Friedman et al., 2001] .
Ideally, to construct confidence intervals, we will have to conduct tests at all different values of θ, and decide whether we want to include them as part of the confidence interval. As this is computationally heavy, we adopt importance sampling to construct confidence intervals efficiently. Specifically, we do sampling only once under a reference parameter, and tilt the original samples to get them distributed under different θ values [Markovic and Taylor, 2016] .
As for the MCMC sampler, we use projected Langevin for which Bubeck et al. 2015 gives theoretical guarantees. It allows us to sample from a log-concave density with constraints. At each step, the optimization variables are projected to their constraint set; since in our case these constraints are simple polyhedrons, sampling is computationally fast. Projecting β E , u´E onto R |E| s E and r´λ, λs p´|E| respectively is simple and the details of the projection of Err R onto E r˚a re given in Section B in the appendix. 5.4. Randomized selective pivot. We now define the randomized pivot and prove it is valid after selection. Going back to the general setting of Section 2, recall that r D " r DpF n , M q is a general data vector, e.g. pD, Err p1in the example above, andω contains all the randomization used in the procedure and Fω is the joint distribution ofω. In the randomized Lasso example above with randomized cross-validation, Fω becomes F ωˆFR 1ˆF R 2 . The randomizationω is independent of the data vector r D. We assume the selection event is affine in terms of p r D,ωq, i.e. can be represented as
for a sequenceã n Ñã as n Ñ 8. In the example above, this constraint is written in terms of the optimization variables O " Op r D,ωq constrained to lie in a set O after selection.
Given the parameter of interest θ and the target statistic T , we assume (4) holds, allowing us to condition on N r D " r D´Σ r D,T Σ´1 T T , the statistic corresponding to the nuisance parameters. We define the randomized selective pivot P R as P R´p T, r Dq; r A,ã n"
where the probability is under`pZ T , Z r D q,ω˘" ΦˆFω. Note that in the definition of the pivot above we marginalize over randomization r ω " Fω. Recall Φ denotes the asymptotic Gaussian distribution of the data pT, r Dq pre-selection. We present a theorem stating the randomized pivot above is asymptotically Unifp0, 1q. Consequently, we need the dimensions of r D,ω and T to be fixed, which in the randomized Lasso example translates to fixed p. Since the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1 we omit the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 7 (Valid randomized selective pivot) Assuming (22) and (4) hold, we have under pT, r Dq " Fn P R´p T, r Dq; r A,ã n¯d Ñ Unifp0, 1q
as n Ñ 8, or equivalently, under ppT, r Dq,ωq " F nˆFω
Remarks
-Tian and Taylor 2015, Markovic and Taylor 2016 also proved that P R is asymptotically Unifp0, 1q in low-dimensional and non-parametric setting with a different set of assumptions on the selection event. -To make the randomized selective pivot applicable in practice we need the post-selection consistency of the estimates of the covariance matrices. We refer the reader to the results of [Tian and Taylor, 2015, Lemma 3] and [Markovic and Taylor, 2016, Lemma 18] for the results similar to Lemma 1 in the randomized setting, where we marginalize over the added randomization. These results make the covariance estimates both pre-selection and post-selection consistent.
Simulation examples.
We empirically demonstrate the performance of using selective sampler to carry out valid inference, for randomized Lasso with randomized crossvalidation. We report the results for 2 and logistic loss together with Gaussian randomization in particular. But again, any convex loss and any log-concave randomization falls into our framework.
Simulation setup: The entries of X are independent standard normal random variables with the columns of X normalized to have empirical variance 1. In the case of 2 loss, the response y is generated from y " N p0, I n q, i.e. a null signal with true sparsity s " 0, independently of X. In the case of logistic loss, y i i.i.d " Bernoullip1{2q, i " 1, . . . , n. We take n " 600, p " 100. After we select the model E by running randomized Lasso with λ as the minimizer of Err R , we compute the coverage by checking how many of the constructed intervals cover zero. Since the true sparsity is zero, checking the coverage is easy since βE " 0 in this setting. In general case, when the true parameter is with non-empty support, we would need to first check whether the selected model is a superset of the true model before checking the coverage.
The selective pivots have been constructed by sampling pT "β E , β E , Err R q from the density in (21) with 2 loss in Figure 4 and with logistic loss in Figure 5 . After sampling we discard the samples of pβ E , Err R q and keep only the samples of T to do inference. These experiments are repeated 100 times. The figures show the uniformity of selective p-values (in blue). We also show (in red) the empirical distribution of the naive p-values constructed based on the asymptotic normality of T pre-selection. All the covariances are estimated using pairs bootstrap.
For more simulations, see Section D in the appendix. There we apply the traditional methods controlling multiple-testing errors, e.g. Benjamini-Hochberg, to the selective p-values. We show good empirical control of false discovery rate (FDR) although we do not have theoretical guarantees of FDR control. To illustrate high statistical power of the selective p-values, we compare our method with knockoffs of Barber and Candès 2015 (in simulations favorable to knockoffs), which is known to have excellent FDR control and high power. coefficients after choosing a model based on AIC criteria.
6.1. Inference after choosing a model from a given set of possible models. Similar to cross-validation approach, we randomize the vector composed of AIC criteria values for each of the given models, in order to make it asymptotically jointly Gaussian. Furthermore, by requiring it to be jointly asymptotically Gaussian with the target statistic, we can decompose randomized AIC vector with respect to the target statistics. For simplicity we take the set of models to be fixed in advance, i.e. before looking at the data and the only selection adjustment is done by looking at one or more minimizers of the randomized AIC criteria vector.
Given the data pX, yq P R nˆpˆRn and a set of models E " tE 1 , . . . , E L u, E l Ă t1, . . . , pu for each l " 1, . . . , L, assuming Gaussian likelihood, we evaluate the AIC criterion for each of them as
whereβ E l is the OLS estimator with the response y and design matrix X E l (keeping only predictors from E l ) and ap|E l |q is a function penalizing the size of the model E l . Note that for Gaussian likelihood, AIC criterion can be in one of the two forms above, depending on whether the standard error of the residuals is known or not. Since ap|E l |q, l " 1, . . . , L, is a sequence of constants, we omit these terms when proving asymptotic normality of the randomized AIC criteria vector (Section 6.3). Let us denote the vector of all AIC criteria as Err " pErr 1 , . . . , Err L q , and its randomized version as
qˆF R 2 , chosen as in Section 5. By looking at the indices L˚" tl1 , . . . , lKu of K smallest values of Err R , with K specified in advance, we choose K models from E compromising the set E˚" tE l1 , . . . , E lK u Ă E. Based on E˚, we choose the parameter of interest θ and the target test statistic T , asymptotically with mean θ and jointly asymptotically normal with Err p1q .
In order to do valid inference post-selection for θ, we want to condition on the fact that the K smallest values of vector Err R are achieved at L˚. This corresponds to an affine constraint on Err R , hence we write it as B L˚¨E rr R ď 0, where B L˚i s a matrix that only depends on the set L˚.
Given the parameter of interest θ chosen after looking at L˚, assume we have the target statistic T that is asymptotically normal pre-selection, treating L˚as fixed and not chosen based on data. In order to do valid inference for θ using T , we condition the distribution of T on observing L˚. The following proposition characterizes the post-selection distribution of T used for inference.
Proposition 8 Assume T and Err p1q are jointly asymptotically normal pre-selection, i.e.
Err p1q ,T Σ´1 T T . The asymptotic selective density on pT, Err R q conditional on L˚is proportional to
ith the restriction
Recall that we assume E and K are fixed in advance, i.e. before looking at the data. It is, however, not hard to adjust our inference when we choose these parameters in datadependent ways. One example is presented in the next section.
6.2. Forward-stepwise with data-dependent number of steps. In most of the selective inference literature the number of steps L in forward-stepwise (FS) algorithm has been kept fixed. The selective inference is done to adjust only for the selected predictors and not for the number of steps, except in , where they developed a polyhedral description for choosing L in a data-dependent way for non-randomized FS. After adding randomness in the objective of FS (randomized FS algorithm), selective inference adjustments for fixed L are presented in Tian et al. [2016b] and its bootstrap version in Markovic and Taylor [2016] . We explain how the general method we introduced can be applied to do inference in cases where the number of steps L is chosen in a data-dependent way.
For l " 1, 2, . . . , we solve a randomized or non-randomized FS algorithm on the data pX, yq to select a set of predictors, denoted as E l . The FS objective deciding which variables to include at a given step, might have a different loss function from the objective which decides when to stop adding variables. In order to decide whether to include the set E l chosen at step l or stop at all variables chosen before the step l, we compute the resulting FS-criterion, Err l P R, of the selected model chosen up to step l including l. Err l is usually the AIC criterion of the model Y l l 1 "1 E l 1 , the union of the selected predictors at steps l 1 " 1, . . . , l.
Denote the randomized version of Err l , 1 ď l ď mintn, pu as Err R,l , computed as in (23). We choose L to be the first index l for which Err R,l , does not change much compared to Err R,l´1 , i.e. it satisfies tErr R,l ď η¨Err R,l´1 u for a pre-specified threshold η. Precisely, L " min t2 ď l ď mintn, pu s.t. Err R,l ď η¨Err R,l´1 u .
Usually η is chosen to be close to 1 and smaller than 1, implying the randomized FS criterion, Err R,l , does not decrease much at step l comparing to the randomized FS criterion at step l´1, Err R,l´1 . Other variants of choosing the stopping time, e.g. running the FS algorithm for all mintp, nu steps and then choose the final model based on the minimum of the randomized FS-criterion evaluated at each of the models, is also doable via the same framework.
Having described the model selection procedure, we turn to doing inference having looked at the outcomes. The adjustment is done similarly to the cross-validation example. If we run the non-randomized FS at each step to add a predictor, we describe the selection event by appending two sets of constraints. The first set represents the affine constraints coming from Err R " pErr R,1 , . . . , Err R,L q, accounting for choosing L in a data-dependent way. The second set of constraints accounts for choosing set E l at each step l " 1, . . . , L; Tibshirani et al. [2016] describes this selection event that treats L as a constant in detail. In order to have valid inference, we have to account for both of the events.
On the other hand, if we run randomized FS algorithm at each of the L steps, we use the selective sampler to get the target samples for its post-selection distribution. In this scenario, we take the randomization added to Err " pErr 1 , . . . , Err L q P R L vector to be independent of the randomizations added in the FS objective at each step (when choosing the variables). Having these randomizations to be independent allows for a simple selective density since the randomizations densities separate. In other words, we have L`1 views/queries on the data: L of which come from running the total of L FS algorithms to pick the variables, and one view coming from the constraints on the vector Err R , accounting for choosing the stopping time. Section C in the appendix describes this scenario in detail including the full description for the selective density for the target statistic after performing FS with the data-dependent number of steps.
6.3. Proving randomized AIC criteria vector is asymptotically jointly normal. We prove Err R defined in (23) is an asymptotically jointly normal vector under the assumptions to be stated. To simplify the notation we assume the set E consists of two models E 1 and E 2 . The data pX, yq P R nˆpˆRn consists of n i.i.d. samples px i , y i q " F. Given a selected set
y ‰ are the population OLS parameters corresponding to E i . Notice that the coordinates of
. Let us denote the following variances as Var´
i " 1, 2, and their cross covariance as Cov´ 2
. We assume all of them are finite.
Let us first provide an intuitive explanation why
might not be asymptotically jointly Gaussian without added randomization. The difference of these two quantities is
In general, the quantity above is not Gaussian. A simple illustration is as follows. Take the model for F n to be a linear model y " Xβ` with |X " N p0, I n q. Assuming supppβq to be a subset of both E 1 and E 2 , we have E 1 " E 2 " . Then the above quantity becomes J´P
. We know that´P X E 2´P X E 1¯i s symmetric and
does not grow with n, the difference between testing errors is distributed as χ 2 with a fixed degree of freedom instead of Gaussian. Therefore, we add randomization to both quantities to make the joint asymptotic normality possible.
Before stating the main theorem of this section, let us state the assumptions needed.
• Consistency assumption: We assume
• Moment assumption:
finite. x 1,E i P R |E i | denotes a sub-vector of x 1 P R p corresponding to the coordinates in E i , i " 1, 2.
Theorem 9 (Randomized AIC curve is asymptotically jointly normal) Assume the above consistency and moment assumptions hold, we have
1 ? n¨˜›
s n Ñ 8, where
re independent Gaussian random variables and independent of the data pX, yq; τ R 1 and τ R 2 are constants.
The proof of the theorem is given in Section A in the appendix. Remark Note that when the population residuals E 1 and E 2 , corresponding to the selected sets of predictors E 1 and E 2 respectively, are not that same, the difference
is not independent of the data. Hence in general the selection coming from looking at the minimum among the randomized version of the vector`› › y´X
annot be ignored.
7. Marginal LOCO parameter. So far, we have discussed adding randomization to the criteria vector, whether it was cross-validation curve or AIC criteria curve, to make it asymptotically jointly Gaussian. Recall that for valid post-selection inference we need the target statistic to be asymptotically Gaussian as well pre-selection. This requirement was true in all of the examples so far since we have taken the target statistic to be the OLS estimator. In this section, however, the target parameter of interest is no longer the population regression coefficient βE but the marginal LOCO parameter to be defined in this section. Consequently, the target statistic also changes and in this case we need to add randomization to it to make it asymptotically jointly Gaussian since it might not satisfy that requirement otherwise.
For a given fixed set of variables E Ă t1, . . . , pu, recall that the population regression parameter βE is defined as βE "`E px,yq"F "
where the expectations are under a single data pair px, yq " F, x P R p and y P R. We define the marginal LOCO parameter for the j-th predictor as
where the expectation is over a data pair px, yq " F. x Ezj is a vector computed by leaving the j-th covariate out from x E and βE zj "´E px,yq"F "
is the population regression parameter from only using the covariates in Ezj. The marginal LOCO parameter defined above measures the importance of a single predictor among the selected ones. By computing the difference in the second moment of the true residuals y´x J E βE including the j-th predictor and the true residuals y´x J Ezj βE zj , γ j pF, Eq measures the influence of a particular predictor in reducing 2 loss. Remark The construction of the marginal LOCO parameter is inspired by the Leave out covariate (LOCO) quantity of Rinaldo et al. [2016] . Let pX " F, i " 1, . . . , n 2 , be two independent samples denoted as pX p1q , y p1P R n 1ˆpˆR n 1 and pX p2q , y p2P R n 2ˆpˆR n 2 of sizes n 1 and n 2 , respectively. For any predictor j " 1, . . . , p, the conditional LOCO of Rinaldo et al. [2016] is defined as
where the estimatorβ p1q "β p1q pX p1q , y p1is computed using pX p1q , y p1and the estimator β p1q j "β p1q j pX p1q j , y p1is computed on pX p1q j , y p1with X p1q j denoting the data X p1q without the j-th covariate. For simplicity,β p1q j has an appended zero at the j-th coordinate. The expectation in (27) is over one data point px, yq " F. The conditional LOCO measures the influence of a particular predictor, X j , on a prediction error of an estimator,β p1q . However, this measure is conditional on observing a particular training data, hence does not take into account the variance of the estimator and the conditional LOCO of Rinaldo et al. [2016] remains a random variable conditional on selection.
We build two test statistics that can be used for inference on γ j pF, Eq given that the set E is selected based on the data using a model selection algorithm. Given the training data pX p1q , y p1" F n 1 and the test data pX p2q , y p2" F n 2 , we use a model selection algorithm applied to the training data only to get an active set E. The first test statistics, denoted asγ split j "γ split j`p X p2q , y p2q q, E˘, is constructed using the test set only. To do inference for the marginal LOCO parameter, we use the distribution of theγ split j conditional on the training data. The second one, denoted asγ carved j "γ carved j ppX, yq, Eq, is constructed using the whole dataset pX, yq P R pn 1`n2 qˆpˆRn 1`n2 we get by combining the training and test sets. To do inference for the marginal LOCO parameter, we use the distribution ofγ carved j conditional on selecting E in the model selection process for which we only used the training data. We call this approach data carving [Fithian et al., 2014] . By conditioning on a smaller part of the training data in the data carving approach compared to data splitting, we have more power for inference.
• Inference for the marginal LOCO via data splitting. The test statistic for γ j pF, Eq, j P E, is computed using only the second (test) dataset and the added randomization (28)
Jβ p2q Ezj˙2´ˆy
where R j " N p0, σ 2 R q is independent of the data. E above are computed on the test data; they can be computed on the training data or even the whole data since we only need these estimators to be consistent for βE zj and βE, respectively. The inference for γ j pF, Eq, j P E is done using the CLT
s n 2 Ñ 8, where the variance σ split j pF, Eq 2 is estimated using pairs bootstrap.
• Inference for the marginal LOCO via data carving. Using the whole dataset, we define the target statistic to be
where R j " N p0, σ 2 R q. x J i,E and x J i,Ezj represent the i-th row of X restricted to E and Ezj respectively.β E andβ Ezj are OLS estimators computed based on y " X E and y " X Ezj , respectively. Pre-selection, meaning we treat E as fixed, there is a CLT ? n 1`n2´γ carved j ppX, yq, Eq´γ j pF, Eq¯d Ñ N´0, σ carved j pF, Eq 2ā s n 1`n2 Ñ 8 for some variance σ carved j pF, Eq 2 . The selective p-values and intervals are constructed using the estimator in (29) as the target statistics and its post-selective distribution under the null for inference.
For example, if we use Lasso with fixed penalty value on the training data pX p1q , y p1to select E, we need to condition on this selection event when computing the distribution of the target statistic post-selection. Since we need to re-write the selection event in terms of the target statisticγ j , j P E, we decompose the data vector D "β , and do inference as in the general framework proposed. We do not write an explicit proof for this joint normality but it follows easily given the previous proofs under mild moment conditions.
Remark Note that adding the randomization R j in (28) is crucial in havingγ split to be asymptotically normal. Similarly, adding the randomization R j in (29) is crucial to satisfy the requirements of the asymptotic normality of the target statistic and the joint asymptotic normality of the data vector with the target statistic. The randomization introduced here does not modify the model selection procedure, i.e. the selected set E does not depend on R j . Hence in this application, the randomization R j is not within the model selection procedure, but in the inference step.
7.1. Simulation example. We take the design matrix X to be of size n " 200 and p " 50 with entries i.i.d. standard Gaussian and normalized to have empirical variance 1. The response y " N p0, I n q, i.e. a null signal. We use 80% of the data to select the model using plain Lasso with fixed value of λ. We construct p-values and confidence intervals for the marginal LOCO parameter γ j pF, Eq, for all selected coefficients j P E, based on both data splitting and data carving. The intervals based on data splitting are constructed using the asymptotic normality ofγ split j , j P E. The carved ones are constructed using the selective sampler. We sample pT, β E q from density (19), where g ω is the normal density coming from the random split; for details see Markovic and Taylor [2016] . Figure 6 presents the p-values for testing whether the marginal LOCO parameter is zero for all j P E. We see that both split and carved p-values are valid; however the carved intervals are much shorter than the split intervals as expected since the carved interval leaves more information for inference.
Conclusion.
We have presented a general way of doing selective inference by adjusting for choosing a model based on prediction errors. The examples of our general framework include adjusting inference for choosing penalty level via cross-validation in either randomized or non-randomized Lasso, doing inference after choosing a model based on the minimizer of AIC criteria and after using FS to choose the model with data-dependent stopping time. It is worth noting that our methods can be applied to any convex loss functions in both the optimization objective and computing the criteria vector, e.g. 2 in both the objective of Lasso and cross-validated error curve. In the general framework presented in this paper, we need the target statistics and the criteria vector to be asymptotically jointly Gaussian. In some of the examples mentioned, we add randomization to the vector of models' quality values to make it asymptotically jointly Gaussian. This is further used in decomposition of the selection event. In the final example we talked about marginal LOCO parameter and how adding randomization directly to the target might be needed to achieve the joint asymptotically normality.
Although our method is not designed to control the false discovery rate (FDR), we produce the selective p-values that can potentially be used in a multiple hypotheses testing framework. However, since our selective p-values are in general not independent we do not have theoretical guarantees for these methods, which we leave for future work.
APPENDIX A: PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 1 Recall that Φ denotes the asymptotic normal distribution of pT, Dq, the RHS of (4) ďã. Using the CLT assumption, we have for all t P R dimpT q andd P R dimp r ,ãq. By Continuous Mapping Theorem, using the continuity of the pivot with the weak convergence result above we have under pT, r Dq " Fn and pZ T , Z
Proof of Lemma 1 Given ą 0, we have
we have 1 ? n`X
APPENDIX B: PROJECTION STEP IN SAMPLING
We use projected Langevin Monte Carlo with guarantees in Bubeck et al. [2015] to sample from a log-concave density. This MC has been used in other randomized selective inference problems in Tian et al. [2016b] , Markovic and Taylor [2016] . We omit the details of the sampler that can be found in these works but focus on the differences involving a new optimization variable Err R . At every step of the sampler Err R P R L is projected onto the cone specifying that the smallest K values of Err R are achieved at the fixed coordinates tl 1 , . . . , lKu. In this section, we describe the computation on this projection.
For K " 1, we have the following problem: for a given z P R L , solve
where l1 is a given index, l1 P t1, . . . , Lu. This is equivalent to projecting z on the space consisting of all vectors in R L whose minimum is achieved at coordiante l1 . Assume w.l.o.g. l1 " 1. To solve this problem, we first fix x 1 and see that the other optimizing values for other coordinates, j " 2, . . . , L, are xj px 1 q " maxtx 1 , z j u.
Hence, the problem becomes to minimize the convex function
Derivative of h w.r.t.
We evaluate h 1 px 1 q at all z l , l " 1, . . . , L, to find an interval over which h 1 crosses zero. Having found such an interval, the root x1 will be the sample average of z 1 and all non-zero summands in h. For a general K ď L, we have the following problem: for a given z P R L , solve minimize xPR L }x´z} 2 2 such that x j ď x l @j P Λ˚, @l P´Λ˚.
Keeping v, maxtx j : j P L˚u ď v ď mintx j : j P´L˚u, fixed, the optimizing values for
The problem becomes to minimize
We find v as above.
APPENDIX C: RANDOMIZED FORWARD-STEPWISE WITH DATA DEPENDENT NUMBER OF STEPS -DETAILS
This section provides the details of the randomized forward-stepwise procedure with the data dependent number of steps chosen via the randomized FS criteria as described in Section 6.2. We combine the selection events coming from the randomized forward-stepwise (FS) algorithm with choosing a data dependent L, the number of steps in FS.
C.1. FS with fixed L. The description of randomized forward-stepwise with fixed L is given in Tian et al. [2016b] , Markovic and Taylor [2016] and we revise it here for completeness. The data generating mechanism on pX, yq " F n n is as in the previous examples. In the L steps of forward stepwise, the selection event is characterized by a sequence of indices j " pj 1 , . . . , j L q with their corresponding signs s " ps 1 , . . . , s L q that enter the model in that particular order, forming an active set at step L. Denote the active set at step l as E l " tj 1 , j 2 , . . . , j l u for all l " 1, . . . , L. At the l-th step the randomized forward stepwise solves the following program
Given the parameter of interest θ " θpF n , Eq and the corresponding test statistic T , we assume that pT, Dq is jointly asymptotically normal vector. Using the decomposition D " Σ D,T Σ´1 T T`N D as in the previous examples, the sampling density of T along with optimization variables is proportional to (36) φ pθ,Σ T q pT q¨L
C.2. FS with data dependent L. We take into account that the number of steps L is chosen in a data dependent way. Given the randomized FS errors Err R,l , 1 ď l ď mintn, pu, L is chosen such that
where η is a constant. Conditioning on L, the constraint coming from choosing L is equivalent to requiring that Err R " pErr R,1 , .
with R 2 " F R 2 with density g R 2 . As this selection event is written in terms of Err R , we write it in terms of the randomization R 2 and the target statistic T by decomposing Err
with the restriction on Err R as in (37). Combining the selection event coming from looking at the selected predictors via FS together with choosing L as above, we write the selective density on pT, z 1 , . . . , z L , Err R q as proportional to
ith the sub-gradients pz 1 , . . . , z L q restricted as above to a product of normal cones and Err R restricted as in (37).
APPENDIX D: FDP CONTROL AND POWER COMPARISON
In real-world scientific applications, together with the discovery of variables that are truly associated with the response, another important question statisticians need to answer is, what is the expected fraction of false discoveries among all discoveries? This is called false discovery rate (FDR) and the sample version is called false discovery proportion (FDP); many works have been developed to control these quantities. Although our method is not designed to control FDP, we produce selective p-values for the survived variables, and thus with the help of Type I error or FDP control under multiple testing framework, we can empirically check FDR control. To be more specific, the randomized Lasso with λ cv R produces an active set E with selective p-values. Now, we are conducting tests on |E| hypotheses simultaneously. With methods controlling type I error or FDP, we further reduce the set of selected predictors E to a set of predictors E 1 . Note that the set E 1 denotes all the predictors that we selected via a model selection procedure and were rejected after performing a type I or FDR controlling method. To evaluate the performance, we will compare our results on FDP with knockoffs [Barber and Candès, 2015] , a popular method developed recently. Model-free knockoff of have been proposed recently, not requiring any distributional assumptions on y|X and works also in p ą n regime unlike the original knockoff. However, the model-free knockoff method requires the knowledge of the distribution of the covariates which may be unrealistic in many applications. Comparison with are left for future work. We note that our method is not designed with the same goal as knockoffs which is explicitly designed to control FDR in such regression problems. Our method produce confidence intervals as well as variable specific p-values that knockoffs do not. For comparison, we report FDP, Type I error and power. To clarify,
where s is the true sparsity.
In the current simulation, we illustrate two simple algorithms that attempt to control the overall Type I error or FDP (although we are aware of many other existing ways).
• thresholding at 0.05: we reject any hypothesis (variables in E) having selective p-values below 0.05, and the variables survived through thresholding rule compose the new set E 1 . In this way, the total number of false rejections is controlled under 0.05¨|E|. In practice, when |E| is small, type I error will be small even without adjusting for multiple testing.
• Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) with target FDR = 0.2 [Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995] : we use the vanilla BH algorithm. Note that, in this case FDR will not be strictly controlled due to dependency between the selective p-values. Nevertheless, it still performs well empirically.
We perform both Lasso and randomized Lasso algorithm to get active set E, and we see the power increases when we go from non-randomized to randomized selective p-values; the latter procedure is comparable to knockoffs.
Data generating mechanism. We generate design matrix X P R nˆp from AR(1) model with auto-correlation ρ, i.e. the rows of X are taken to be independent from N p p0, Θq with Θ jk " ρ |j´k| , j, k " 1, . . . , p, (in case ρ " 0, Θ " I p ). We take ρ to have values 0, 0.2, 0.4. The columns of X are then normalized to have empirical variance 1. The noise vector P R n is from " N n p0, I n q, independent of X. Then we generate response y following the model y " Xβ` . The coefficient vector β P R p has true sparsity s " 30, with nonzero coefficients having magnitude equal to 3.5 and signs˘1 following Bernoullip1{2q. See Barber and Candès [2015] for the details on this choice. Dimension-wise, we look at two scenarios: tn " 3000, p " 1000u (this is the same setting as in Barber and Candès 2015) and {n " 2000, p " 1000}. Knockoff procedure becomes very conservative for p P rn{2, ns; hence in the above two scenarios, we keep p ď n{2 to have fair comparison; however, our methods can be used in p ą n settings, while the original knockoffs do not apply. Possible extensions of the original knockoffs to high dimensional setting via data splitting are in Barber and Candes 2016 . Remark Theoretically, since λs are chosen in data dependent ways, we have to adjust for cross-validation as we proposed. Empirically, we observe that for this specific data generating mechanism, the p-values with and without adjustment are similar. In other words, the p-values adjusting for model selection alone already look uniform. Therefore, to save computational cost, we stay with the non-adjusted version in this subsection.
Along with knockoff, we compare our procedure with several other procedures that also give us p-values and confidence intervals as follows.
• Data splitting (DS1): We use half of the data to get model E through Lasso, with the penalty level chosen by cross-validation λ " λ cv as in (10) with no additional randomization. Then, we compute p-values and confidence intervals for the least-square estimator constrained to set E using the second half of the data.
• Lee et al. (TG1): We perform Lasso on the whole data set with λ " λ cv R as in (13) chosen via randomized cross-validation. We take Err R " Err`R 1`R2 , i.e. the added randomization is additive, with R 1ˆR2 " N |Λ| p0, 0.01qˆN |Λ| p0, 0.01q. CV curve Err is computed using glmnet [Friedman et al., 2015] . Then the p-values are constructed by using truncated Gaussian of Lee et al. 2016 test statistic on the whole data set as in (??) for the selected coefficients.
• Lee et al. (TG2): This procedure is the same as (TG1) except that we perform Lasso on the whole data set with λ " λ 1σ R chosen via randomized CV followed by one sigma rule. One sigma rule in randomized cross-validation is defined as follows λ 1σ R " tmax λ l : λ l P Λ, Err R pλ l q ď Err R pλ cv R q`SD R pλ cv R qu, where SD R pλ cv R q corresponds to the standard error of the randomized CV curve Err R evaluated at λ cv R .
• Randomized Lasso (R1): First we choose λ " λ cv R by randomizing the cross-validation curve of non-randomized Lasso as in TG1, where R 1ˆR2 " N |Λ| p0, 0.01qˆN |Λ| p0, 0.01q. Second, we perform randomized Lasso as in (17) on the whole data set with λ " λ cv R to select the model E. Then we carry out MCMC sampling and inference based on the selective density as described in Section 5 yielding p-values and confidence intervals for the selected coefficients in E.
• Randomized Lasso (R2): This procedure is the same as (R2) except that λ " λ 1σ R is chosen using one sigma rule as in TG2.
Averaged over 100 repeated experiments, we summarize the results of running BH(0.2) on the selective p-values from (DS1, TG1, TG2, R1, R2) in Table 1 and Table 2 for n " 3000 and n " 2000, respectively. We present empirical FDR, power and the average size of the selected set |E| before BH. We compare our results with original knockoffs. Note that the size |E| is not available (NA) for knockoffs since they only provide the final models. We also present results from (DS1, TG1, TG2, R1, R2) in Table 3 and Table 4 , for n " 3000 and n " 2000 respectively, where final models are determined by rule thresholding selective p-values at 0.05.
These four tables tell the following story. First, we gain greatly in terms of power when we use randomized Lasso instead of regular Lasso, while retaining valid inference. Second, in terms of power, R1 and R2 are comparable to knockoff for n " 3000 and more powerful for n " 2000. Third, with different choices of cross-validated λ, although the size of selected variables |E| varies from case to case, power and FDR stay close.
It is worth noting that we used the parametric covariance estimates to make our procedures comparable to knockoffs since the latter is parametric as well. One more benefit from using the randomized inference approach (R1 and R2) is that, instead of relying heavily on parametric assumptions, as in both knockoffs and the truncated Gaussian statistic of Lee et al. 2016, we are able to do non-parametric inference by using pairs bootstrap to estimate the covariances. Since we know the pairs bootstrap variance estimates are consistent preselection, using our post-selection consistency results we have that these variance estimates are also consistent post-selection.
Code used in this paper, including inference after cross-validated 1 -penalized logistic loss with different randomization distributions, is available online at https://github.com/jonathan-taylor/selective-inference. 
